
02

E-commerce Platforms
Brick-and-Mortar Stores
Supply Chain and Logistics
Customer Relationship Management
Merchandising and Product Development

INDUSTRY

03

AI in personalized product recommendations
Chatbots for customer service
Machine learning in inventory management
AI-driven marketing strategies
Robotics in warehousing and logistics
Virtual and augmented reality in shopping
AI for pricing and promotion optimization
Data analytics in consumer insights
Sustainable and ethical retail practices
Omnichannel retailing integration

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Enhanced customer engagement
Operational efficiency
Market competitiveness
Adaptation to digital trends
Sustainable business models

WHY CHANGE?

01

Personalized customer experiences
Inventory and supply chain optimization
AI-driven sales and marketing
Enhanced customer service
Predictive analytics for trend forecasting

WHY AI?

07

AI-curated shopping experiences
Automated inventory replenishment
Personalized AI-driven marketing campaigns
Enhanced in-store customer engagement with AI
Real-time analytics for customer behavior
AI in optimizing e-commerce operations
Machine learning in product development
AI-driven supply chain management
Customer sentiment analysis with AI
Sustainability insights and practices using AI

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced AI and machine learning technology
Skilled workforce in AI, data analytics, and retail
Collaborative environment w/ tech providers and retailers
Infrastructure for digital integration
Ethical and privacy standards in data usage

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI algorithms for customer profiling
Robotics in order fulfillment
Machine learning for demand forecasting
AI chatbots in customer support
Augmented reality for product visualization
Data analytics in sales optimization
Personalization engines for marketing
AI in fraud detection and security
IoT for in-store experience enhancement
Automated checkout technologies

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

Amazon (E-commerce and AI innovation)
Walmart (Retail technology and AI)
Alibaba (AI in online retail)
Target (Customer-focused retail and AI)
Nike (Personalized retail experiences)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

Amazon’s AI recommendation engine
Walmart’s AI in supply chain management
Alibaba’s AI for customer insights
Stitch Fix’s AI in fashion curation
Sephora’s virtual artist for makeup trials
Target’s AI-driven marketing strategies
Nike’s AI for product customization
The Home Depot’s AI in customer service
Zara’s AI for trend forecasting and inventory
IKEA’s augmented reality app for furniture visualization

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

AI biases affecting customer experiences
Data privacy and security concerns
Dependence on technology in critical retail operations
Ethical considerations in AI-driven marketing
Cybersecurity risks in retail tech
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12

AI personalization vs. consumer privacy?
Balancing AI efficiency with human employment?
Ethical use of AI in consumer data analysis?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic focus on AI integration
Investment in AI technology and training
Ethical guidelines for AI use
Collaborative approach in tech adoption
Strong emphasis on data security and customer trust

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in retail processes
Deploy AI for inventory, marketing, and customer service
Train retail staff in AI and digital technologies
Integrate AI in both online and offline retail channels
Continuously evaluate AI impact and refine strategies

STEP BY STEP AI

11

Misuse of AI in customer data exploitation
AI-driven price manipulation
Biased AI in product recommendations
Over-automation leading to poor customer service
Misleading AI-driven marketing tactics

MISUSE

15

Start small with AI pilot projects
Prioritize customer experience in AI applications
Maintain transparency in AI-driven processes
Foster continuous innovation in retail technology
Adapt AI strategies to changing market trends

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of retail environments for strategy testing
Virtual models of consumer behavior patterns
AI simulations for inventory management
Digital replicas of supply chain processes
Virtual reality setups for store layout planning

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI retail strategists
Customer experience analysts with AI skills
Supply chain optimization specialists
Data privacy and security experts
Sustainable retail consultants

FUTURE JOBS

16

Predictive analytics for customer behavior
AI algorithms for inventory management
Machine learning in sales trend analysis
Data analytics for market insights
Neural networks for automated customer service

AI MODELS

18

United States (Innovative in retail technology)
China (Leader in e-commerce and AI retail)
United Kingdom (Advanced in omnichannel retailing)
Germany (Efficient in supply chain and retail tech)
Japan (Pioneering in customer service automation)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

Fully personalized AI shopping experiences
AI in revolutionizing omni-channel retail
Advanced AI in supply chain management
AI-driven sustainable retail practices
Integration of AI in all retail aspects

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

"The Retail Revival": New consumerism era (Stephens).
"End of Competitive Advantage": Agile strategy (McGrath).
"Machine, Platform, Crowd": Digital future (McAfee, Brynjolfsson).
"Hooked": Creating addictive products (Eyal).
"Reengineering Retail": Future of sales (Stephens, Pine).

RECOMMENDED READING

23

NRF: Retail News & Research
Retail Dive: Industry Trends
RetailWire: Discussion & Analysis
Forrester: Consumer Market Research
Retail TouchPoints: CX & Tech

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

"The future of retail in a post-digital world" Doug Stephens
"How AI can save our humanity" Kai-Fu Lee
"What new power looks like" Jeremy Heimans
"Why good leaders make you feel safe" Simon Sinek 
"The era of blind faith in big data must end" Cathy O'Neil 

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a talk, workshop or
case study. We'd love to help!
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